
During Moral Day, Squirrel Class learnt all about the importance of rules and about good and bad 

choices.  We looked at the story, 'Bad News, I'm in Charge' by Bruce Ingman.  In this story a little boy 

becomes in charge of the world and he makes his own rules.  We talked about the rules he made, 

like treats all the time and staying up late.  We discussed what might happen if we were to follow 

these rules and how we might become poorly or be really tired.  We drew some beautiful pictures to 

represent the possible consequences of following these rules.   

Then we looked at the story of 'The Bad-Tempered Ladybird' by Eric Carle.  We talked about the 

ladybirds bad choices and discussed what he should have done in certain situations.  We then did a 

hot seating activity.  During hot seating one person pretend to be a story character while everyone 

gets to ask them questions.  The person in the 'hot seat' must answer these questions as if they were 

the story character.  After this we looked at the story of Adam and Eve and talked about the choices 

they made in the Garden of Eden and about how they were tempted.   

Finally we all thought about characters in the stories and movies that we know and thought about 

characters that made bad choices in them.  We came up with lots of good ideas.  We decided to 

focus on the story of The Three Little Pigs.  We told the story then discussed the bad choices the wolf 

made.  After that we held a trail.  One person played the wolf and three people played the jury. The 

whole class thought about what consequence the wolf should receive for his actions then the jury 

voted to decide on the verdict!  

At the end of the day we went outside and found a stone each.  Then we used them as prayer stones 

to think about forgiveness and wash the stones in clean water.   

Brilliant work Squirrels!  

   



 

  


